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Peace & Commerce 1876-1901
Why a new design?
Recovery from the Franco-Prussian War.
Survival of the Third Republic.
(The third time’s the charm)

Transfer printing from Anatole Hulot (private)
to the Bank of France.
Entry into the General Postal Union
effective Jan. 1, 1876 (larger numerals
needed, modern design wanted).

Peace & Commerce 1876-1901
Designed by Jules-Auguste Sage: “Peace and Commerce Unite and Rule the World”
Known as “Type Sage.” Engraved in steel by Louis-Eugène Mouchon.

Metropolitain
France

French Colonies
(general use)
1877-1880
Imperforate

Specific colonies and offices
Late 1880s to 1900
Overprint: name, value/
currency, or both

Peace & Commerce 1876-1901
Type I, Type 2 … and Type 1 again – Why?

Type 1 – N under B

Type 2 – N under U

1. Mouchon engraved the design in soft steel with N under U
and no denomination.
2. Typically, the die would be hardened before secondary dies
were made with denominations. However, a few copies were
made before hardening.
3. The original die was cracked during the hardening process.
4. Mouchon repaired the broken parts, including the lower left
corner, but slightly differently, with N under B.
5. This die was used for the first issues, thus Type 1.
6. The unbroken parts of the cracked die had distortions that
Muchon didn’t like, so he insisted on reverting to the original
die based on the copies.
7. The copies of N under U were then used, thus Type 2.
8. Those dies and plates eventually wore out, so N under B was
resurrected.

Peace & Commerce 1876-1901
Value/Color Combinations That Are Both Type 1 and Type 2
Type 1
1876-1878

Type 2

Denomination

Color

Scott Number Scott Number

2c

green

65

77

5c

green

67

78

10c

green

68

79

15c

gray lilac

69

80

25c

ultramarine

72

81

30c

brown

73

82

75c

carmine

75

83

1f

bronze green

76
Type 1
1898-1900

84

10c

black

106

91

50c

carmine

107

101

Peace & Commerce 1876-1901

15c Reply Lettercard
Text at the top:
The enclosed card is for
the reply

Peace & Commerce 1876-1901
Text around margin:
Do not remove the
ad pages under
penalty of
prosecution

15c Reply Lettercard with ads,
sold for 5c at tobacco shops. Back text:
Ministerial decision of May 12, 1887
Ministerial authorization of May 12, 1887

Peace & Commerce 1876-1901
Commemorations
140th Anniversary
2016
< Issued design
Sage’s original >
design

1976 Centenary stamp-on-stamp

Booklet cover, left to right: Mouchon’s first die after crack
(enlarged at left), second die impression, second die

New Designs for 1900
Why replace Type Sage?
World’s Fair (Exposition Universelle) and
Olympic Games were planned.

Turn of the century would be the
start of a new era, though a
continuation of La Belle Epoque.

Desire to have fresh designs featuring the
allegorical figure of the Republic of France.

New Designs for 1900
After a failed design contest in 1894, the post office commissioned three
designs, one each for low, middle, and high values.
Low values were assigned to Paul-Joseph Blanc.
Middle values were assigned to Louis-Eugène Mouchon.
High values were assigned to Luc-Olivier Merson.
Although planned to be issued during the 1900 World’s Fair, Blanc was late
with his design, causing the first stamps of each series to be issued on
December 4, 1900, three weeks after the fair closed.

Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity 1900-1933
The winged female representing Liberty holds a scale representing Equality, while
the two embracing cherubs symbolize Fraternity (Brotherhood). In her right hand
Liberty holds the mirror of truth.
Known as “Type Blanc.” Engraved in wood by Emile Thomas. Neither artist worked
on any other stamp design.
The ‘R’ is
upside-down

Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity 1900-1933
5c paid the rate for
domestic postcards
with five words or
less until 1917.

“Kisses from your love”

5c Blanc to make up total
of 1f95: 1f10 insurance,
25c registration, 60c
fourth weight step.

Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity 1900-1933

Pre-paid envelope for visiting cards
(“cartes de visite”), which had
special rates domestically until
1969. The rate was 5c from 1886
to 1925.

The 1c gray Blanc design
imprinted on a newspaper
wrapper (cropped).

Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity 1900-1933
Commemorations

Stamps for Philatec in 1964 included stamp-onstamp designs for both the Blanc and first
Mouchon issues.
Commemorated for Stamp Day
1998 with two stamps issued in a
booklet pane of seven plus a label.

The Rights of Man 1900-1903
The female allegory of France holds a Human Rights tablet in her left hand and a
Scepter of Justice in her right. The lion’s head peeking out of her bra symbolizes
defiance.
Known as “Type Mouchon.” Mouchon engraved the design in steel. This was his only
design of a French stamp, though he engraved many others. Five values were issued.
The lion of
defiance.

The Rights of Man 1900-1903
The design was widely criticized. Some saw a promiscuous woman soliciting in her
window with the house number prominently displayed and her own idea of man’s
rights. This was also a time when women were fighting for their own rights,
including the right to vote. Artistically, the value tablet was judged too big and ugly.
Mouchon redrew the stamp,
changing the value tablet
and making the shading
lighter. The five values were
re-issued in 1902, but the
design was still disliked, and
all five were replaced by the
Sower design the next year.
However, this design was
used for offices and colonies
for nearly 30 years.

The Rights of Man 1900-1903
Commemorations
Commemorated for Stamp Day
1997 with two stamps issued in a
booklet pane of seven plus a label.

The Rights of Man 1900-1903
By the way…

Notice the similarity of
Blanc’s and Mouchon’s
designs to this currency from
the French Revolution.

Liberty and Peace 1900-1929
Merson titled his design “The seated Republic, guardian of the peace.” The
Republic, wearing a Phrygian cap, is sitting peacefully near an olive tree. Her
preparation to defend the peace includes a coat of chain mail and a sheathed
dagger on her lap. A second color is used for the background in the center but not
elsewhere.
Known as “Type Merson.” Two dies were engraved in wood by Georges Auguste
Thevenin. Neither artist worked on any other stamp design.

Liberty and Peace 1900-1929
Five values were issued initially, ranging from 40 centimes to 5 francs. Five
additional values were issued from 1906 to 1926.
The lowering of postal rates in 1906 and then subsequent increases, especially in
the 1920s, means the stamps had various uses over their lifetime.
Below are two types of school training stamps and a pre-cancel of the 45c. The
abbreviated word is affranchissements (postage or franking).

Liberty and Peace 1900-1929
This cover was sent to a timber company (’PUU’ = Wood) in Helsinki. The sender
was apparently also in the timber business – in 2003 Brogné Gaudfrin was a wood
products company in the area. Franking of 1f – 50c letter rate, 50c registration.
Douai is south of Lille.

The 45c is on GC (grande
consummation, large
usage) paper, grayish or
brownish. It was used
during and after World
War I. Scott assigns minor
numbers. This is 122b.

Liberty and Peace 1900-1929
There is a great variety of foreign usages. Cilicia was part of Turkey temporarily
controlled by the French after WWI. Alexandria, Egypt, had a French post office.

Liberty and Peace 1900-1929
Commemorations

The 1900 Definitives
Caricatures

“Unique gifts – design
of a clock for post
offices.”

“What have you to cry
about?” “Oh the crooks,
they stole my man.”
(Referring to the man in
the Type Sage design at
bottom.)

The Sower 1903-1941
Why a new design?
Given the dissatisfaction with the
three 1900 designs, especially
Mouchon’s “The Rights of Man,”
Alexandre Berard, Minister for Posts
and Telegraphs, chose an existing
symbol of the Republic for new
stamps.

Sculptor Louis-Oscar Roty’s “The
Sower” (“La Semeuse”) fit the bill.
Roty developed it as a medal for the
Ministry of Agriculture, and it was
used for coins starting in 1897.

Besides helping to grow food for
France’s residents, the Sower was also
symbolically sowing ideas against the
prevailing winds: peace against war.

The Sower 1903-1941
Initial issue
Roty made a plaster cast of his stamp
design, the Sower with the sun behind
her and the wind blowing in her face.
Horizontal lines emphasized the form
of the Sower. Eugène Mouchon
engraved the design in copper.

The Sower contrasted greatly with
Germania, who was pictured on
Germany’s definitives at the time.

The first five values, issued in 1903,
replaced Mouchon’s “The Rights of
Man.”

A Paris newspaper wrote, "The picture which will embellish our future stamps will
be no less than the noble, exquisite figure which already lends an artistic value to
our coins ... finally giving us the ideal model, delicious and symbolic, which will
spread and popularize throughout the world the artistic taste of our nation."

The Sower 1903-1941
Modified design
Although the overall design was
popular, the horizontal lines made the
lettering and numerals hard to see.
Mouchon started to work on new
designs late in 1903, but progress was
slow.
After a rate decrease on short notice
in 1906 in response to popular
demand, Berard wanted a new design.
Mouchon’s cameo (unlined) Sower
with ground was chosen for the 10c
letter-rate stamp. Critics said the
ground looked like a pedestal, so it
was quickly removed.

The top of the seed bag protruding from
the Sower’s left arm looked to Berard
like her breast, so it was removed also.
Eventually the lettering was thickened
to make it more readable.

The Sower 1903-1941
Varieties
The Sower design was used for France’s
first two semi-postals.
During the rapid inflation of the mid1920s, Sowers were surcharged to use up
stocks of obsolete values.
Sowers were overprinted for foreign use.
Sowers were also used for some of the
sinking fund (Caisse d’Amortissement)
issues to help pay down France’s war
debt. These are not surcharges. The
underlying stamp was never issued by
itself. Both colors were printed in one
pass through the press.

The Sower 1903-1941

Stamp collars (porte-timbres,
literally “stamp carriers”)
were popular in the early 20th
century. Clockwise from top:
War on Alcohol, Alcohol
Makes You Stupid, Absinthe
Makes You Crazy, Alcohol
Kills.

Short-paid cover from Monaco with postage due
indicated by a Sower with overprinted taxe mark.
Manduel is a very small town near the Mediterranean coast.

The Sower 1903-1941

Stamped envelope with 15c lined
Sower surcharged to 10c for the
1906 rate reduction.

15c lined Sower postal card uprated to
30c, sent to Germany.

The Sower 1903-1941
Reappearance 1960-61

The Sower is the only pre-war stamp to be reissued for everyday use.
These Sowers were issued after the conversion to new francs in 1960.

The Sower 1903-1941
Commemorations
Commemorated for Stamp Day
1996 with two stamps issued in a
booklet pane of seven plus a label.

The Sower 1903-1941
Commemorations

Marking three years of the “green letter” (surface mail) rate, introduced in 2011.
This 2014 sheet includes Cérès, Sower, Marianne of Europe, Marianne and Youth.

Pasteur 1923-1932

The post office decided to commemorate the centenary of Louis Pasteur’s 1822 birth,
but the issue was delayed until May, 1923. The first three values - 10c, 30c,
and 50c – paid the foreign rates for printed matter, post cards, and letters, so
conformed to UPU colors. New values were issued for rate changes through 1926.
Most replaced Sower or Type Merson issues and in turn were mostly replaced by Sowers.
At the request of the family, the stamps were designed and engraved by Georges
Henri Prud’homme, who had created a medal with this profile of Pasteur. Pasteur was
the second real person to appear on a French stamp, after Louis Napoleon.

Pasteur 1923-1932

Like Sowers, Pasteur issues had the same uses: surcharged during
the inflationary period, surcharged for the sinking fund (although
only with the letters C A, presumably to avoid defacing the
portrait), and overprinted for foreign use. Alaouites was an area
in Syria that was a French Mandate from 1920 to 1930. Sowers
and Pasteurs were used there until 1925, when they were
superseded by overprints of Syrian stamps.

Pasteur 1923-1932

Cover to Czechoslovakia mailed February 9, 1926, eight days after
the rate increase from 1 franc to 1f25. Postal card at the 20c rate
mailed domestically on March 19, 1926.
There have been no commemorations of Pasteurs or any
subsequent pre-war definitives.

Monuments and Sites 1929-1938

Five values, from 2f to 20f, were issued in 1929 and 1930. They were intended
to encourage tourism, and they replaced values of the Sower and Type Merson
series. Only the 2f and 3f paid specific rates during parts of their lifetime.
The first French stamp produced by recess engraving was issued the prior year,
printed privately with flat plates. The first printings of the 20f Pont du Gard
stamp were printed the same way, but the other values and later printings of
the 20f were done by the government printer with cylinders.

Peace 1932-1941

The French government had stabilized postal rates in 1926, and with the onset of the
depression, they remained stable until 1937. They now planned to reduce values
below 3f to two designs, the Sower for 25c or less, and a new design for 30c to 2f.
They accepted a design called “the will to peace,” the French Republic offering an
olive branch. It was designed by Paul Albert Laurens, a distinguished painter, and
engraved by his colleague Antonin Delziers, who engraved many other French stamps.
In French, this design is known as “Paix de Laurens.”

Peace 1932-1941

Above is a visiting card (“carte de
visite”) sent to Geneva. Visiting
cards had special rates
domestically until 1969, but not for
international mail. At left is a
domestic postcard sent in 1936.

Peace 1932-1941

Stamps overprinted “F. M.” (for “Franchise Militaire”)
were distributed at no charge in controlled amounts
to active members of the military. Earlier designs
that had this overprint were Type Mouchon (original
and redrawn) and the Sower (lined and cameo).
Scott assigns numbers starting with “M”; this stamp
is the final one, M9.

Obsolete stamps were used
up with a surcharge. This is
from 1934, but most
surcharges were done
during the war.

Mercury, Iris, Ceres 1938-1945

In 1938, the government decided to replace all but the very high values. Mercury, the
Roman messenger god, was chosen for low values up to 75c. Iris, the Greek messenger god,
appeared on middle values that included the domestic postal card and letter rates. A
modification of the 1849 Ceres (“Cérès”) design, the Roman god of agriculture, was
adopted for values from 1f75 to 3f. The first two designs were designed and engraved on
wood by Georges Hourriez, an artist and engraver who worked on 72 stamps plus some for
French colonies. Ceres was designed by the printer and no individual was named.
Most of these saw use during the war, some were surcharged, and the Mercury design was
modified to replace “Republique” with “Postes.” Some saw brief use after Liberation.

Reference
Three volumes of The Regular Issues of
France According to Their Normal Postal
Usage by Stan Luft were published by the
France and Colonies Philatelic Society (US).
They list each regular issue, what stamp it
replaced, what stamp replaced it (if any),
uses during its life, and printing periods.
The volumes cover:
I – 1876 - 1945
II – 1944 - 1959
III – 1960 - 1977
Volume 1 is available free as a PDF at
www.franceandcolonies.org/philatelist.php
-scroll down to Supplement (156)
All three are available in print for $5 each
plus postage from the Secretary, Jere Dutt
at jere@duttenterprises.com

